
INTRODUCTION
The virginity of all the products are lost so to �nd virgin material has 
become close to impossible as there is a massive pollution and 
corruption. All the materials are being made arti�cially and no 
natural materials are available. The air, water and food which are vital 
for the survival are all contaminated which are injurious to our 
health due to the fast growing of the urbanization.

Any process cannot be completed without the use of water. E.g.; If 
anyone asks you even in dream that what is your favorite thing in 
any terms whatever you says whether it is your favorite food, 
ornaments, clothes, industries, toys, manufacturing units etc. please 
note that in any means the same cannot be prepared without the 
use of water. There are various camping being carried out for saving 
of water but there is vast difference in camping and the real 
situations. E.g.; When there was a camping being carried out for “GO 
GREEN and SAVE GREEN” for saving trees the maximum user of 
papers were involved in it but still there is no great progress as 
required as no one is adhering it. There are several countries in the 
world which are starving for water and the day is not far for the same 
situation in our country too if water is not properly used by all the 
citizens of India. 

There are Pros and cons for everything as we are moving fast with 
the help of the technology and leaving behind the environment 
which will cause heavy disaster to the life of all the living being on 
the earth which is the only planet for survival. All the citizens are 
running for growth in terms Wealth for best future but just hold a 
while and think of future that for the wealth they are running and 
leaving behind original natural wealth like water. Water is being lost 
which is more costly than the earned wealth so if you SAVE 
WATERyour money as well as future will be saved.

The water is being taken as granted by everyone as it is easily 
available free of cost or with minimum cost at home to home in their 
tap so it is being used without thinking about water. Many people 
leave the tap open and have no problem but are not at all aware that 
their small mistake will lead to a war for water in the coming future, 
like now it is for the oil. Many of the people still wonders that if the 
earth is covered by 70% of water than why should we save water? 
But only 1% of the water on the earth is available for drinking, 2% is 
frozen or glacier or polar ice or deep in the ground and rest of the 
97% is salt water which is not useable directly. 

The water being necessity of our day to day life we should plan to 
preserve the water from today without thinking anything. We all are 

well aware that the survival is not be possible without water and 
there will be crisis of water in the near futureif no proper care is taken 
from our end. Now only we have to do is to make our own mind 
strong and directive for saving of water by hook or crook. If we all 
contribute individually and use the water with utmost care we can 
save plenty of water. We use water in our daily life so we can �nd the 
ways to save the water easily. “SO YOUR COURAGE TO CHANGE 
AND MAKE DECSION STRONGER THAN YOUR HABIT”

There are other natural resources of energy like solar energy; biogas 
energy etc.which can be used for saving of the water. Due to 
urbanization and increase in population the life of human being has 
become too fast and they are not at all caring about the nature. The 
whole earth is being polluted and directly or indirectly it effects the 
conservation of water and due to which there are heavy losses of 
water. We can only consume water but we cannot prepare the water 
so the consumption should be minimized to save the water. In today 
fast life and due to population high rise buildings have increased 
and so the life without electricity is close to impossible for the 
human being to survive. 

The power is generated by the usage of water in hydro/ 
thermal/nuclear power plant etc. in which the water is passed 
through several processes and then the power is generated.  The 
maximum promotion for usage of the solar energy should be done 
so that the water can be conserved. The biogas plant should be 
installed to decrease the pollution and the garbage can be used for 
the generation of the biogas which can be used as a fuel in 
household appliance instead of gas.

In addition to all the above points we would like to suggest that 
wherever there is a large usage of electricity and gas the solar 
e n e r g y  u s a g e  s h o u l d  b e  m a d e  m a n d a t o r y.  E . g . ;  A ny 
organization/industry where the electricity is being continuously 
used the solar energy can be used in various ways as

1) Generation of electricity
2) Cooking food

This all small initiative will help us to conserve a lot amount of water.

METHODS TO SAVE WATER
Anything cannot be prepared without the use of water so we will 
bring to your notice some of the ways to save the water which you 
may be using in your daily life.
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a) Use minimum water for brushing the teeth
b) Drinking Water – Use a water �lter to purify the water instead of 

buying the water bottle made of plastics which generate the 
waste too

c) Use reusable water bottle of metals with you at work or 
travelling 

d) Take a shorter shower to reduce the use of water.
e) Install a low �ow shower head which may save water as well as             

energy
f ) Planting to trees use the minimal water as per the requirement 

in your garden
g) Cleaning of vegetables and fruits in bowl
h) Turn off the water whenever not in use
i) Use the washing machine which are water as well as energy    

saving
j) Repairing of all the leakage of the line where the water passes
k) Use of drip irrigation technique in farming
l) Watering to your plants to be done in morning or evening so 

that the minimum water evaporates and maximum water 
reaches the plants roots and the plants grow soon.

m) Promote to plant the maximum tress
n) Minimize the use of water for housekeeping
o) Save the water while toilet �ushing, laundry etc.
p) Promote to play the holi festival without water

CONCLUSION
Water is the vital resource of our life we would hereby like to 
conclude that Save Water and Water will save you. If no care will be 
taken for the conservation of water there will very soon be a global 
crisis of water so “NOT ONLY THINK TO MAKE IT HAPPEN TRY TO 
MAKE THE PLANET SAFE FOR SURVIVAL”As I would like to say in 
simple word as a drop of water is more worth than a sack of gold to a 
thirsty man.
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